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Abstract

Background: Characterization of breast cancer (BC) through the determination of conventional markers such as ER,
PR, HER2, and Ki67 has been useful as a predictive and therapeutic tool. Also, assessment of tumor-infiltrating
lymphocytes has been proposed as an important prognostic aspect to be considered in certain BC subtypes.
However, there is still a need to identify additional biomarkers that could add precision in distinguishing
therapeutic response of individual patients. To this end, we focused in the expression of interferon regulatory factor
8 (IRF8) in BC cells. IRF8 is a transcription factor which plays a well-determined role in myeloid cells and that seems
to have multiple antitumoral roles: it has tumor suppressor functions; it acts downstream IFN/STAT1, required for
the success of some therapeutic regimes, and its expression in neoplastic cells seems to depend on a cross talk
between the immune contexture and the tumor cells.
The goal of the present study was to examine the relationship between IRF8 with the therapeutic response and the
immune contexture in BC, since its clinical significance in this type of cancer has not been thoroughly addressed.

Methods: We identified the relationship between IRF8 expression and the clinical outcome of BC patients and
validated IRF8 as predictive biomarker by using public databases and then performed in silico analysis. To correlate
the expression of IRF8 with the immune infiltrate in BC samples, we performed quantitative multiplex
immunohistochemistry.

Results: IRF8 expression can precisely predict the complete pathological response to monoclonal antibody therapy
or to select combinations of chemotherapy such as FAC (fluorouracil, adriamycin, and cytoxan) in ER-negative BC
subtypes. Analysis of immune cell infiltration indicates there is a strong correlation between activated and effector
CD8+ T cell infiltration and tumoral IRF8 expression.
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Conclusions: We propose IRF8 expression as a potent biomarker not only for prognosis, but also for predicting
therapy response in ER-negative BC phenotypes. Its expression in neoplastic cells also correlates with CD8+ T cell
activation and infiltration. Therefore, our results justify new efforts towards understanding mechanisms regulating
IRF8 expression and how they can be therapeutically manipulated.
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Background
Interferon regulatory factor 8 (IRF8) is a transcription
factor of the interferon regulatory factor family that
plays an essential role in the development and matur-
ation of myeloid cells and in the expression of genes in-
volved in antigen capture, processing, and presentation
as well as in the activation of these cells in response to
IFN-γ, IFN-β, and pro-inflammatory stimuli [1–6].
IRF8 has also been found to be expressed and functional

in non-hematopoietic cells such as epithelial cells [7, 8].
Studies of IRF8 mRNA levels in normal human colon and
colorectal carcinoma (CRC) revealed that IRF8 is down-
regulated in tumor tissues as compared to non-malignant
counterpart tissues. Moreover, analysis of The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) datasets in CRC revealed that the
IRF8 promoter DNA is more methylated in tumors than
in normal colon tissue, indicating that its expression is in
part controlled by epigenetic mechanisms [9]. Similar data
have been reported for nasopharyngeal carcinoma,
esophageal cancer, breast cancer, cervical cancer, and es-
pecially in lung carcinoma [10, 11].
In a model of inflammation-induced spontaneous

colon cancer, mice with IRF8 deficiency specifically in
colon epithelial cells contained an increased percentage
of Ki67+ cells in the stem cell zones of the crypt as com-
pared to wild type mice and developed more tumor nod-
ules when subjected to azoxymethane-DSS cycles [9]. In
lung cancer cells, IRF8 negatively regulates Akt phos-
phorylation, inducing cellular senescence [12]. In
addition, inhibition of IRF8 expression levels has been
found to increase tumor growth in lung cancer xeno-
grafts, indicating a role for IRF8 in progression of late-
stage lung cancers [12]. Thus, it has been proposed that
IRF8 could be acting as a tumor suppressor via mecha-
nisms that need to be better elucidated. Accordingly,
IRF8 has been found to act as tumor suppressor in other
solid tumors and hematopoietic malignancies [13–15].
Less is known regarding the role of IRF8 in BC cells,

but reports are consistent with a tumor suppressive role.
For example, the IRF8 promoter appeared severely
hypermethylated in metastatic BC patients [16]. Induced
IRF8 expression in BC cell lines in vitro suppressed cell
proliferation, colony formation, and cell migration and
invasion and induced apoptosis by enhancing the pro-

apoptotic effect of IFN-γ and suppressing β-catenin sig-
naling [17]. Also, consistent with the role of IRF8 as a
tumor suppressor, high expression of IRF8 has been sig-
nificantly associated with longer overall survival in ER-
negative BC [17].
Since IRF8 is downstream IFN/STAT1 signaling and

there are certain therapeutic regimes that require this
signaling axis for its efficacy, we investigated if its ex-
pression can predict therapeutic response. In this study
herein, we support utilization of IRF8 expression as a
potent biomarker not only for prognosis, but also for
predicting therapeutic response in ER-negative BC sub-
types (HER2+ and TNBC). In particular, we report that
IRF8 expression predicts the complete pathological re-
sponse to monoclonal antibody therapy (trastuzumab) or
to certain combinations of chemotherapy such as FAC
(fluorouracil, adriamycin, and cytoxan) in these BC sub-
types. Moreover, analysis of immune contexture of
tumor tissues indicates a strong correlation between ac-
tivated and effector CD8+ T cell infiltration and tumoral
IRF8 expression.
Our results raise new questions regarding the cross-

talk between immune infiltrates and IRF8 expression in
neoplastic cells and demands new efforts in studies aim-
ing to understand how IRF8 expression levels are regu-
lated and how they can be therapeutically manipulated.

Material and methods
Tissue microarray and immunohistochemistry
To examine IRF8 expression we performed immunohis-
tochemistry on a BC commercial tissue microarray
(TMA, US Biomax, USA, breast cancer molecular sub-
type was not provided). TMA was deparaffinized in xy-
lene and rehydrated using graded alcohols, and antigen
retrieval was performed using citrate buffer (30 min,
95 °C), followed by blocking and subsequent incubation
with IRF8 antibody 1/1000 (Rabbit Anti-IRF8 monoclo-
nal antibody [EPR20441] #ab207418, Abcam). The
UltraView Universal diaminobenzidina tetrachloride
(DAB) detection kit was used to detect protein expres-
sion. Slides were counterstained with Hematoxylin. IRF8
staining patterns were evaluated and scored based on in-
tensity and percentage of positive cells as previously de-
scribed [18]. The score is designated as 0 when no
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tumor cells stain, 1+ when 10–20% of cells stain (weak),
2+ when 20–50% of cells stain (moderate), and 3+ when
> 50% of cells stain (strong). The immunohistochemistry
scoring was performed by two observers that were
blinded and the degree of agreement was good. Tumors
were then stratified as IRF8 low (< 2 score) or IRF8 high
(≥ 2 score).
For analysis of the immune infiltrates, we performed

quantitative multiplex immunohistochemistry as previ-
ously described [19] on a formalin-fixed and paraffin
embedded (FFPE) section of a homemade TMA, gener-
ated using ER-negative breast tumor tissue blocks (24
samples). Tumor samples were stained with anti-CD45
antibody and selection of tumor areas was made by
choosing the regions with the highest quantity of CD45+

cells. Sections were matched to their corresponding par-
affin blocks (donor blocks), and two tumor cores with a
diameter of 2 mm were punched from tumor regions of
each donor block and precisely arrayed into a new re-
cipient paraffin block (TMA block) using the Galileo
Tissue MicroArrayer CK 4500 (Transgenomic). Five-
micrometer-thick slices were cut from the TMA FFPE
blocks and transferred to glass histology slides which
were processed, stained, and analyzed as previously de-
scribed [19]. Briefly, chromogenic sequential IHC was
conducted with 5 mm of FFPE tissue sections. Following
deparaffinization, slides were stained by hematoxylin
(S3301, Dako) for 1 min, followed by whole tissue scan-
ning using Aperio ImageScope AT (Leica Biosystems).
Slides were subjected to endogenous peroxidase blocking
followed by heat-mediated antigen retrieval. Then, se-
quential IHC consisting of iterative cycles of staining,
scanning, and antibody and chromogen stripping was
performed as described in Tsujikawa et al. [19]. The
digital image workflow encompasses three steps: image
preprocessing, visualization, and quantitative image ana-
lysis. In image preprocessing, iteratively digitized images
were coregistered so that cell features overlap down to a
single-pixel level, using Matlab software. Visualization
was performed via conversion of coregistered images to
pseudo-colored single-marker images in ImageJ v.1.48
[20] and ImageScope (Leica Biosystems). In quantitative
image assessment, single cell segmentation and quantifi-
cation of staining intensity were performed using a Cell-
Profiler v.2.1.1 pipeline, CellID_FlowCyt-6.9.15. cpproj
(ava i lable under GPLv2 at ht tps : //g i thub.com/
multiplexIHC/cppipe). All pixel intensity and shape-size
measurements were saved to a file format compatible
with flow and image cytometry data analysis software,
FCS Express 5 Image Cytometry v.5.01.0029 (De Novo
Software). Expression of IRF8 was also corroborated in
the custom TMA and tumors were stratified as IRF8 low
(< 2 score) or IRF8 high (≥ 2 score). Tonsil tissue was
used as positive control.

Cell lines
MDA-MD231 (MDA231) and MCF7 cells were grown
in DMEM containing 10% heat-inactivated FBS (Bio-
west), 100 IU/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, 2.0
mM GlutaMAX (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific). All
cell lines were tested as mycoplasma-negative by PCR.

Sodium bisulfite treatment and MS-PCR analysis
Genomic DNA was purified using DNeasy Tissue kit
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Sodium bisulfite treatment of genomic DNA was carried
out using EZ DNA Methylation-Lightning Kit (Zymo
Research) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
MS-PCR was carried out as previously described [10].

Analyses using online databases
The MethHC database tool (http://methhc.mbc.nctu.
edu.tw/) [21] was used to analyze the correlation of IRF8
methylation and gene expression in breast tumor sam-
ples compared to normal breast tissue samples. The rela-
tionships between IRF8 expression and BC patient
overall survival and relapse free survival were analyzed
using the Kaplan-Meier plotter data base (http://kmplot.
com/analysis/) [22]. To validate IRF8 as predictive bio-
marker, we used the ROCplot website (http://www.
rocplot.org/) [23]. The patients were assigned to two co-
horts (responder and nonresponder) based on their
clinical characteristics. Patients with neoadjuvant
chemotherapy were classified according to pathological
response as published by the authors. In this, instead of
four cohorts (progressive disease, stable disease, partial
response and complete response), all patients were
assigned into two cohorts, including those where no re-
sidual histological evidence of the tumor remains after
chemotherapy (responders) and all other patients with
residual tumor tissue (nonresponders) [23]. Patient
samples were grouped based on the expression of IRF8
(Jetset best probeset) using the median cutoff value.

TCGA data analysis and MIXTURE
The results reported here are partially based on data
generated by TCGA Research Network: https://www.
cancer.gov/tcga. BC expression data was downloaded as
RNA-seq rsem raw counts and TMM (https : / /
genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/gb-2
010-11-3-r25) normalized. BC survival data was trun-
cated at 10 years follow-up time. Survival analyses cutoff
values were roughly optimized by studying quantile cut-
offs from 0.2 to 0.8 by 0.1 and choosing the cutoff with
lowest p value. MIXTURE deconvolution method was
used to estimate tumor immune infiltration from expres-
sion data. To study CD8+ T cells abundance in relation
to IRF8 expression, IRF8 expression was categorized as
high or low respective to the median IRF8 expression
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value. Isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantifica-
tion (iTRAQ)-based mass spectrometry data from
TCGA was used to interrogate protein expression in pri-
mary BC samples.

Statistical analysis
Data handling, analysis, and graphic representation (all
shown as mean ± SEM) were performed using Prism 7.0
(GraphPad Software), R statistical software (https://www.
r-bloggers.com/its-easy-to-cite-and-reference-r/) and
Survival package (https://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/survival/citation.html). For multiple compari-
son, two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) with Sidak’s
post-test were performed. For the comparison between
two groups, two-tailed unpaired Student T test was per-
formed. A p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant
(*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001). Comparisons for the
abundance of TCD8+ cells between IRF8-high and IRF8-
low groups were performed with Wilcoxon signed-rank
test.

Results
Loss of IRF8 expression correlates with disease
progression in BC
In order to investigate whether loss of IRF8 expression
in BC is an important factor in disease progression and
metastasis, we evaluated its expression by immunodetec-
tion of the protein in invasive ductal BC of various
grades and sentinel lymph node metastases. Although
information regarding the ER status of these samples
was not available, our own analysis using Kaplan-Meier
plotter data base show that most ER-negative tumors fall
also into the more aggressive grade 3 phenotype (see
Fig. 3a).
Even if IRF8 is mainly expressed in the nuclei of tumor

cells, weak IRF8 expression in cytoplasm was also de-
tectable (Fig. 1a). Interestingly, IRF8 expression was ro-
bust in grade 1 and 2 tumors (G1 and G2, well- or
moderately differentiated respectively) (Fig. 1a, b), show-
ing a score ≥ 2+ in 73% of the samples analyzed (Fig. 1c).
In contrast, only 34% of the grade 3 (G3) or poorly dif-
ferentiated tumor samples exhibited high IRF8 expres-
sion (Fig. 1b, c). Furthermore, expression of IRF8 was
not detected in metastatic foci in sentinel nodes (Fig. 1b,
c). Also, the percentage of samples with high IRF8 ex-
pression diminished significantly as the disease worsens
(p < 0.0001) and none of the invaded sentinel nodes evi-
denced expression of IRF8 (Fig. 1c).
Hypermethylation of IRF8 promoter has been reported

to underlie IRF8 silencing or downregulation in multiple
cancers, including BC [7, 9–11]. We therefore deter-
mined IRF8 promoter methylation status by a
methylation-specific PCR test in the BC cell lines MCF7
and MDA231, which have low and high metastatic

potential, respectively. As expected, the IRF8 promoter
was readily methylated in MDA231 cells, accompanied
by no expression of IRF8 (Fig. 2a, b), whereas the less
aggressive MCF7 cell line expressed IRF8 and demon-
strated simultaneous unmethylated and methylated
promoter alleles, potentially indicating absence of homo-
zygous silencing of IRF8 promoter in these cells. These
results are in concordance with those observed by im-
munostaining where IRF8 expression is absent in
MDA231 cells [10] and in BC samples with more aggres-
sive phenotype [17]. To further verify the correlation of
IRF8 methylation and its expression in BC samples, we
took advantage of the MethHC database tool [20]. This
exercise revealed that IRF8 promoter methylation corre-
lates inversely with its gene expression (Fig. 2c), indicat-
ing that epigenetic changes are a major component of
IRF8 downregulation. Altogether, our data indicate a po-
tential prognostic value for IRF8 in BC progression, jus-
tifying a deeper characterization of its expression in
different BC subtypes.

IRF8 is a prognostic biomarker and predicts response to
specific therapeutic regimens in ER-negative BC patients
To determine whether IRF8 could act as a biomarker
that accurately stratifies patients for prognosis and po-
tential response to therapies, we investigated whether
tumor IRF8 expression correlated with improved out-
come in distinct BC molecular subtypes. The online
available database Kaplan–Meier plotter [22] was used
to identify the relationship between IRF8 expression and
overall survival or relapse-free survival. High expression
of IRF8 was significantly associated with a longer overall
and relapse-free survival in BC, but only in the ER-
negative molecular subtypes, HER2+ and TNBC (Fig. 3a,
b). Interestingly, most ER-negative subtypes are also
grade 3 tumors. Indeed, according to KMplotter data
base only 30% of the patients have ER+ grade 3 tumors
in contrast to nearly 80% of the ER-negative patients
which show grade 3 tumors. This has also been reported
by Putti et al., 2005 [24]. Moreover, IRF8 expression pre-
dicts a better outcome only in the subgroup of ER-
negative patients with grade 3 and 2 tumors (Fig. 3c),
suggesting that IRF8 expression could more accurately
discriminate the prognosis of ER-negative patients than
the mere be histological classification.
To date, expression of the hormone receptor ER strati-

fied patients for use of aromatase inhibitors or anti-
estrogen therapy (tamoxifen), whereas expression of
HER2+ indicates potential usefulness of trastuzumab.
Chemotherapy is widely used as a combination of avail-
able choices according to the subtype of BC and clinical
staging. The combination of fluorouracil, adriamycin,
and cyclophosphamide (FAC) is a chemotherapy regi-
men sometimes given for localized BC with a relatively
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high risk for recurrence, whereas cyclophosphamide,
methotrexate, and fluorouracil (CMF) is often used for
earlier-stage BC that has not spread beyond the breast or
lymph nodes. Thus, we determined if there was an associ-
ation between IRF8 expression and the pathological
complete response to these different therapeutic regimes.

As anticipated, there was no significant association be-
tween IRF8 expression levels and response to endocrine
therapy in patients with ER+ BC (luminal cancers). In con-
trast, in ER-negative BC (TNBC or HER2+), high expression
levels of IRF8 was significantly associated with complete
pathological response in patients treated with FAC (p =

Fig. 1 Immunohistochemical staining of IRF8 expression in BC and sentinel nodes samples. a Grade 1 breast tumors (G1, n = 11), grade 2 breast
tumors (G2, n = 52), grade 3 breast tumors (G3, n = 21), and lymph node metastases (LN, n = 13) (left panel). Negative (secondary antibody alone)
and positive controls (tonsils) are shown (right panel). Anti-IRF8 immunoreactivity is shown as the brown-stained cells, whereas cells that are
unreactive to the anti-IRF8 antibody are indicated by the blue (hematoxylin) counterstain. Magnification, × 400. b Representative pictures of the
different staining patterns for the entire score range from 0 to 3 (upper panel). Stratification of tumors according to staining intensity (score) for
IRF8 (0: negative, + 1: weak, + 2: moderate, + 3: strong) (lower panel). c Stratification of the tumors as low or high IRF8 expression according to
score classification (low: < 2 score, high: ≥ 2). p value as determined by Fisher’s exact test
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0.0003) or trastuzumab (p= 0.027) but not CMF (p= 0.746)
(Fig. 4). Interestingly, in TNBC, a higher expression of IRF8
was observed in patients who respond to anthracycline
therapy, although not statistically different (p= 0.055). ROC
curves confirmed the value of IRF8 as a prognostic factor of
therapeutic response (Additional file 1: Figure S1).

In sum, these analyses indicate that IRF8 expression
should be considered a prognostic biomarker in ER-
negative BC where its expression also predicts complete
pathological response to certain therapeutic regimes
used for patients harboring these BC subtypes.

Expression of IRF8 is associated with higher CD8+ T cell
infiltration in BC
Since high IRF8 expression levels are correlated with im-
proved outcome in HER2+ and TNBC subtypes, we eval-
uated whether tumor cell IRF8 expression correlated
with the complexity or contexture of tumor-infiltrating
immune cells. To this end, we took advantage of a
homemade TMA consisting of 24 ER-negative BC speci-
mens, classified according to either low or high IRF8
cancer cell expression as determined by traditional
immunohistochemistry. On the TMA, we performed se-
quential immunostaining of FFPE slides with two panels
of 12 antibodies reporting leukocyte lineage for quantita-
tive evaluation of lymphoid and myeloid lineage cells.
Infiltrates were quantified by evaluating the chromogenic
intensity of each cell using single-cell segmentation algo-
rithms and image cytometry-based cell population ana-
lyses, an analytic process described previously [18]. A
lineage gating strategy was used to identify each cell sub-
population (Fig. 5a, b). Chromogenic signals for lymph-
oid and myeloid biomarkers were then pseudo-colored
and visualized in the tissue context (Fig. 5c, d). This ana-
lysis revealed a significant increase in the frequency of
CD3+CD8+ T cells in tumors that also exhibited high
neoplastic cell IRF8 expression (p < 0.05), whereas no
differences were observed in the percentages of other
lymphoid populations including Th0, Th1, Th2, Th17 T
cells, regulatory T cells (Treg), CD20+ B cells, or natural
killer (NK) cells (Fig. 6a, b). Interestingly, when we eval-
uated the differentiation and/or functional status of
CD3+CD8+T cells, a higher percentage of these in tu-
mors co-expressed granzyme B (GrzmB) correlating with
high expression of IRF8 as compared to those with low
expression of IRF8 (Fig. 6c), although it was not signifi-
cantly different. In addition, the same tendency was seen
in CD8+GrzmB+ cells, which also exhibited a more pro-
liferative phenotype (Ki67-positivity) in tumors also ex-
pressing high levels of IRF8 (Fig. 6d), revealing that
higher CD8+T cell infiltration was associated with a
more activated phenotype. These data were also corrob-
orated using iTRAQ-based mass spectrometry data from
TCGA; this analysis allowed interrogation of protein ex-
pression in primary BC samples obtained from TCGA.
Indeed, we determined a significant positive correlation
between IRF8 protein expression and molecules associ-
ated with antitumor immune responses (e.g., CD8A,
GZMB, PRF1) in ER-negative tumors (Fig. 6e). More-
over, when we used TCGA data combined with

Fig. 2 Methylation of IRF8 in BC cell lines and samples. a
Methylation of the IRF8 promoter was evaluated by methylation-
specific PCR (MSP) in the BC cell lines MDA231 and MCF7 (M:
methylated; U: unmethylated). b Expression of IRF8 evaluated by
western blot in MDA231 and MCF7 cells. c Correlation of IRF8
promoter methylation and gene expression in BC samples. Data are
from The MethHC database tool (http://methhc.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/).
Gene expression value was obtained from RNA Seq RPKM (reads per
kilobase per million mapped reads) values in TCGA Data Portal. Data
shown in a and b are representative of two experiments performed
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MIXTURE, an immune tumor microenvironment esti-
mation method based on gene expression data, we vali-
dated again that IRF8 expression was associated with a

relatively more abundant CD8+ T cell infiltration in ER-
negative, HER2+, and TNBC subtypes (Additional file 2:
Figure S2).

Fig. 3 IRF8 is a prognostic marker in breast cancer ER-negative cancer. Kaplan-Meier plots of overall survival (OS) and relapse-free survival (RFS) by
IRF8 status within molecular subtype BC. IRF8 groups were stratified using median cutoff of IRF8 value. The relationship between IRF8 expression
and BC patients OS (a) and RFS (b) was analyzed using the Kaplan-Meier plotter data base (http://kmplot.com/analysis/). c) RFS was compared
between high- and low-IRF8-expressing breast tumors for grade 1, grade 2, and grade 3 tumors. ER+: G1 (n = 323), G2 (n = 820), G3 (n = 492); ER−:
G1 (n = 22), G2 (n = 81), G3 (n = 411). Patient samples were grouped based on the expression of IRF8 using the median cutoff value
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With regard to myeloid cell infiltration of tumors, we did
not observe significant differences in myeloid subsets cor-
relating with IRF8 status (Fig. 7a), although a higher per-
centage of HLA-DR-expressing CD45+ cells were present
in tumors with higher expression of IRF8 (p < 0.05) (Fig. 7b).
Again, this result was corroborated using iTRAQ analysis,
where we observed a positive correlation between IRF8 and
HLA-DR expression (Fig. 7c). Interestingly, a non-

significant decrease in immature dendritic cells, identified
by the presence of the marker DC-sign, and IL-10-
expressing macrophages (known to inhibit DC maturation
via IL-10-dependent mechanisms [25]), was observed
within tumors with high expression of IRF8 (Fig. 7d, e).
Altogether, these results indicate that the presence of IRF8
in ER-negative BC is associated with an immune infiltration
consistent with a more robust antitumor immune response.

Fig. 4 IRF8 is a predictive marker for complete pathological response to trastuzumab and FAC treatment in HER2+ and TNBC. IRF8 expression in
non-responder (NR) and responder (R) patients to the different therapeutic regimes. ER+ BC: endocrine therapy treatment (n = 60), TNBC: FAC
(n = 54), CMF (n = 28) or anthracycline (n = 473) treatments, and HER2+ BC: trastuzumab treatment (n = 66). Endocrine therapy involves: tamoxifen
and aromatase inhibitors. FAC: fluorouracil, adriamycin (doxorubicin), and cytoxan (cyclophosphamide). CMF: cyclophosphamide, methotrexate,
and fluorouracil
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Fig. 5 Multiparameter cytometric image analysis for quantification of multiplex IHC. Image cytometry-based cell population analyses for the
lymphoid and myeloid biomarker panels are shown in a and b, respectively. Gating thresholds for qualitative identification were determined
based on data in negative controls. TMA of BC samples were stained with the lymphoid (c) and myeloid (d) biomarker panels by pseudo-
coloring. Scale bars, 50 μm
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Discussion
Breast cancer is the leading cause of death from cancer in
women worldwide [26]. When breast cancer is detected in
early stages, treatment efficacy is superior resulting in im-
proved clinical outcomes. However, if the diagnosis occurs
in advanced stages or the disease, and depending on the
molecular characteristics of the tumor, prognosis is

usually less encouraging. The molecular characterization
of breast cancers through determination of biomarkers
(e.g., ER, PR, HER2, Ki67) has been useful both as a pre-
dictive metric, but also for designing therapeutic course
[27–29]. Moreover, assessment of tumor-infiltrating lym-
phocytes (TILs) has an important prognostic role in
TNBC [30, 31] and in HER2+ disease [32, 33]; however,

Fig. 6 Higher cancer cell IRF8 expression levels is associated with an increased infiltration of CD8+ T cells. a Lymphoid cell percentages were
quantified as a percentage of total CD45+ cells in ER-negative BC samples classified according to IRF8 cancer cell expression as in Fig. 1. b
Representative images of CD8 staining in ER-negative BC by using quantitative multiplex immunohistochemistry (AEC chromogenic staining). c
Percentage of CD8+GrzmB+ cells in the total CD8+ T cell population infiltrating tumors. d Percentage of Ki67+ in CD8+GrzmB+ T cell population. e
Correlation between IRF8 protein expression and molecules associated with the antitumor immune response. *p < 0.05
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patients stratified according to any of these attributes
experience a wide range of clinical outcomes, supporting
the need to identify and validate additional biomarkers
easily evaluated in clinical labs and that could add preci-
sion in distinguishing clinical progression and therapeutic
response of each patient.
In this study, our results support the proposition that

IRF8 expression should be considered as a potent bio-
marker in ER-negative BC patients (TNBC and HER2+

patients). We examined expression of the IRF8 transcrip-
tion factor at the protein level via immunohistochemistry
where we validated, results obtained by in silico gene
expression analysis, demonstrating that the percentage of
tumors with high neoplastic cell IRF8 expression dimin-
ishes significantly as disease progresses. Moreover, none of
the invaded sentinel nodes exhibited expression of nuclear
IRF8. Our data corroborate previous results obtained by
others reporting that IRF8 expression correlates inversely

Fig. 7 Higher cancer cell IRF8 expression levels is associated with an increased infiltration of CD45+ HLA-DR+ cells. a Myeloid cell percentages
were quantified as a percentage of total CD45+ cells. b MHC II expression on CD45+ CD66b− tryptase− CD68− cells. c Correlation between IRF8
protein expression and HLA-DRA evaluated using iTRAQ. d Immature (DCsign+) dendritic cells (iDC) and mature (LAMP+) dendritic cells (mDC)
percentages were quantified as a percentage of CD45+ CD66b− tryptase− CD68− HLA-DR+ cells. e Frequency of macrophages expressing Ki67,
IL10, or IDO. *p < 0.05
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with IRF8 promoter methylation [7, 10, 11, 17], indicating
that epigenetic changes are likely a major cause of IRF8
downregulation in BC cells and impact disease progression
and metastasis. However, among ER-negative grade 3
tumors, there is a small subgroup which still has high IRF8
expression and consequently presents a better outcome. All
together, these data indicate that IRF8 can be detected in
some cases without epigenetic therapy and that the methy-
lation silencing does not occur in all samples. Curiously, we
found that high expression of IRF8 correlated with longer
overall and relapse-free survival only in TN and HER2+
tumors, demonstrating that IRF8 is a prognostic marker for
patients harboring ER-negative tumors.
In ER+ tumor samples, the presence of IRF8 appears to

have no effect in discriminating the patient outcome, indi-
cating that in this subgroup of patients, which bear mostly
grade 1–2 tumors, there are other features or factors that
are leading the tumor growth and that could act as better
prognostic factors. In contrast, when ER signaling is
absent, expression of this transcription factor becomes im-
portant, probably as a tumor suppressor gene, with impact
in OS and RFS. Indeed, Luo et al. [17] showed that IRF8
performed as a candidate tumor suppressor by inducing
G2/M phase cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in MDA-MB-
231 (ER-) and T47D cells (ER+), and also by inhibiting cell
migration and invasion in MDA-MB-231, but not in
T47D cells. The effects of IRF8 thus seemed to be more
pronounced in ER-negative breast cancer cells, supporting
its prognostic value in this particular subtype.
Moreover, our analysis revealed that IRF8 expression

predicts complete pathological response to trastuzumab
therapy in HER2+ tumors, as well as to FAC chemother-
apy in TNBC. It is known that anthracyclines stimulate
rapid production of type I interferon (IFN-I) by malig-
nant cells after activation of innate immune receptors by
endogenous molecules released by dying tumor cells
[34]. Thus, FAC therapy depends on endogenous IFN-I
for success and consequently requires IRF8 expression
for IFN-I induction as it binds to the promoters of IFN-I
genes and participates in subsequent IRF7-mediated
amplifying phase of IFN transcription [35]. These data
explain why patients having low expression of IRF8 also
exhibit a compromised response to FAC chemothera-
peutic regimens and why success of this therapeutic ap-
proach relies on IRF8 levels. Likewise, Perez and
colleagues reported a profile of 14 genes encoding vari-
ous immune functions, which included IRF8, that were
associated with a significantly improved relapse-free sur-
vival in patients with HER2+ BC treated with trastuzu-
mab [36], supporting our data assigning IRF8 a
predictive role to successful response to trastuzumab.
Our findings are in line with several additional reports
demonstrating that an IFN-I related signature predicts
clinical response to anthracycline-based chemotherapy

in several independent cohorts of patients with BC [34,
37]. Cyclophosphamide also impacts induction of antitu-
mor immunity in vivo: it promotes expansion of CD8a+

DCs through induction of endogenous IFN-I and in-
duces immunogenic tumor cell death, stimulating tumor
infiltration and the engulfment of apoptotic material by
DC to cross-prime CD8+ T cells [38]. Furthermore, sus-
tained activation of the IFN-β/IFNAR/IRF7 signaling
axis in chemotherapy-treated ER-negative BC cells insti-
gates a state in which tumor cells are likely controlled by
immune-mediated mechanisms [39].
Altogether, these data indicate that detecting IRF8 pres-

ence as a predictive factor by a simple immunohistochem-
istry assay could be a useful tool to be considered in
clinical practice. On the other hand, presence of CD8+

cytotoxic T cells has been associated with better clinical
outcomes in patients with HER2+ and TNBC [40, 41]. Ex-
pression of cancer-testis antigens such as MAGE-A and
NY-ESO-1 are preferentially expressed in TNBC or high-
grade and ER-negative BC [42–44], and their presence has
been correlated with high levels of CD8+ TILs [45]. Our
data indicate that a higher abundance of activated and ef-
fector CD8+ T cells are infiltrating tumors with higher ex-
pression of IRF8 in ER-negative BC samples. We
hypothesize that patients expressing higher levels of IRF8
could present sustained levels of IFN-I within tumors,
which would be needed to maintain fitness of the antitu-
mor immune response, and consequently improved dis-
ease outcome. In colon epithelial cells, IRF8 has been
shown to regulate the expression levels of osteopontin
which is a potent suppressor of CD8+ T cell response and
consequently proposed to be a new checkpoint. IRF8
binds to the ISRE elements at the Spp1 promoter and re-
presses its expression. Osteopontin levels are elevated in
human colon cancer patient periphery, correlating with
decreased disease-specific survival [46]. A similar mechan-
ism could be involved in BC patients. However, a fraction
of TN and ER-negative tumors that were included in the
study herein fell in the more aggressive grade 3 category
which, according to data, silence IRF8 expression by epi-
genetic mechanisms, although at the same time, are heav-
ily infiltrated. Thus, outcome of these patients likely
reflects a balance between the lack of the tumor suppres-
sor functions of IRF8 and the antitumor immune re-
sponse, which in these tumors could arise partly from the
elevated expression of tumor-associated antigens. Along
these lines, IRF8 functions extrinsically as a GM-CSF re-
pressor in T cells [47]. Loss of IRF8 function increases se-
cretion of both G-CSF and GM-CSF, ligands that upon
high affinity cognate receptor activation on myeloid pro-
genitor cells promote myeloid-mediated T cell suppres-
sion, in alignment with the inverse relationship between
IRF8 levels and these cells observed in patients with BC
and coinciding with poorer prognosis [48].
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Conclusion
Our study demonstrates that high levels of IRF8 repre-
sent a favorable prognostic indicator in ER-negative
(HER2+ and TNBC) breast cancer. Moreover, IRF8 ex-
pression distinguishes between responders and non-
responders to specific therapies in HER2+ and TNBC,
BC subtypes that present a relatively high risk for recur-
rence. Our results indicate that a strong correlation
exists between activated and effector CD8+ T cell infil-
tration and neoplastic cell IRF8 expression and together
support the proposition that IRF8 should be considered
as a clinically relevant biomarker for therapeutic deci-
sions. Moreover, these findings support the need for on-
going studies to identify and develop therapeutic
approaches to maintain intratumoral levels of IRF8 in
order to maintain immunological microenvironments
thwarting tumor progression.
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